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Autumn Services 

September –  11am 

Sunday 7th  The Minister 

 14th          “ 

 21st          “ 

 28th          “ 

October – 11am 

Sunday 5th HARVEST, The Minister 

 12th The Minister 

 19th          “ 

 26th          “ 

November – 11am 

Sunday 2nd Rev Chris Goacher 

 9th REMEMBRANCE, The Minister 

 16th The Minister 

 23rd          “ 

 30th          “ 

Items intended for inclusion in the winter issue should be handed in 

by the 16th November, please. 

Front cover photo courtesy of Roger Mason, whose father Leonard Mason 

was minister at Great Meeting in the 1950s.  The identity of the girl with 

the hair-ribbon second from the right in the middle row is a mystery. 

Please contact David Wykes if you can help. 
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From the Minister… 
Dear Friends, 

Members of the congregation who were present at Chapel 

during August may have heard me speaking a little about a young 

woman we encountered on holiday. She was singing near the        

harbour in the place where we were staying, and she had a           

classically trained voice. Standing on a busy corner with pedestrians 

and traffic going by, she performed beautifully to the                       

accompaniment of a tiny iPod and speaker to provide the music. 

People, including ourselves, stopped, listened, and              

applauded. “Summertime”, “We’ll meet again”, “Somewhere Over 

The  Rainbow” – all the old favourites; and of course people were 

putting coins in her collecting box. 

What particularly stuck me was not especially the choice of 

music or indeed the quality of her voice, but (as I said in my address) 

the courage it takes to do that sort of thing: a singer on their own is 

somehow much more naked and exposed, - more so even than 

someone playing an instrument. 

It seemed to me that it was precisely in the way the singer 

opened herself up and made herself vulnerable that dozens of        

holiday-makers got to know her a little better that day. If she had 

not done so, she would have been just another attractive young 

woman who passed by and whom we forgot. But now, instead,        

everyone who heard her will have an abiding memory of her. 

I do not suggest that we take up street singing (or whatever 

other talents we have to display), but I do suggest that we follow 

her example, and that whenever the opportunity arises to be a little 
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 brave and reveal a little of ourselves in the cause of improving     

mutual relationships, that we should take the chance. I think too 

that we will be rewarded, not with coins and applause, but with 

smiles and nods of friendly recognition perhaps. Who knows? 

Unless we try, we will never find out. 

With good wishes to all members and friends, 

  Arthur 

 

 

Diary for Autumn 

September 

Saturday 13th Heritage Open Day and Leicestershire Historic 

Bike Ride and Walk. 

Saturday 27th Wedding of Kelly Brown and Justin Smith 3pm. 

 

October 

Wednesday 1st  Chapel outing to Curve Theatre to see Simon Callow 

in his one man show about the life of Jesus, 7.30pm. 

Full details and tickets from Mike Drucquer. 

Saturday 4th  East Midland Unitarians AGM at Derby, from 

12.30pm. 

Sunday 5th  Harvest Lunch to follow our 11am Harvest Service, 

with Sale of Produce. 
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Photographer: Tony Fletcher 

Congratulations 

Congratulations to Pam and Charles McIntosh on celebrating their 

Golden  Wedding Anniversary on Friday 16th March last. 

 

Congratulations are 
also due to  Jennifer  
Stewart on her  
graduation in July 
from the Norwich   
University of the Arts 
with an   excellent 2:1. 
 
As the Chancellor of 
the University, the   
actor John Hurt CBE, said in his speech to the graduates during the 
ceremony: 
 
“Our country is world-famous for our creativity, and you now join 
this creative community.” 
 
 

Death 

It is with great sadness that we record the death on 26th April last 

of Judith Kielty’s sister Eila Forrester.  Eila passed away in the Mac-

clesfield District Hospital after a long illness, at the age of 79.  A 

past-President of the General Assembly and a Hibbert Trustee,    

Eila’s funeral took place on 12th May in Macclesfield. 

Our thoughts are especially with Judith, her family and friends at 

this time. 
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Another First for the Unitarians 
Casually googling around the words 
“Unitarianism and Buddhism” I was 
struck by several claims that an American 
Unitarian, 'Elizabeth Peabody', translat-
ed, for the first time, a Buddhist Sutra 
into English. This claim has so frequently 
been repeated around web sites that it 
clearly needed following up! After some 
researching, including contacting authors 
such as the Rev Ishmael Ford, Unitarian 
Universalist Minister and Zen Buddhist 
Priest, who has highlighted the subject in 
sermons, I can present the following  
story. 

 

The Buddhist Sutras are Mahayana texts, first written down in Sanskrit in India 
in the first century CE. Over the succeeding 1000 years, they were copied to 
other Northern Asian countries and translated into their respective languages. 
They have survived only in China, Japan and Tibet. Their existence was brought 
to the attention of Europeans by an Englishman, Brian Houghton Hodgson 
(1800-1894), who was a civil servant in Kathmandu, Nepal, and an avid collec-
tor of Buddhist texts and artefacts. In April 1837 he sent 24 volumes and 64 
manuscripts from his collection to the Société Asiatique, Paris. Similar bundles 
were despatched to Budapest and London, where they were ignored, but in 
Paris they came to the attention of Eugène Burnouf (1801-1852), already fa-
mous for deciphering Sumerian cuneiform writing, who became intrigued and 
taught himself Sanskrit in order to read them. Burnouf subsequently realised 
that they established India as the original source of Chinese and Tibetan Bud-
dhist texts.  

 

The Lotus Sutra (Saddharma-puṇdarika-sūtra) is a key text in China, Japan and 
Tibet. It deals with the concept of skilful means, where a Buddha teaches accord-
ing to the capacities of his listeners. It deals with reason from the point of view 
that any teaching should be considered in the light of whether it's useful for spir-
itual practice. This leads to faith. One is advised to memorise it and recite it daily - 
the English translation being 337 pages! One can appreciate how the sutra would 
interest Unitarians with their credo “Freedom, Reason, Tolerance”. Indeed, Unitar-
ian and Buddhist ethical principles have much in common. 
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The story now crosses the Atlantic. In the January 1844 issue of American journal 
The Dial, pp 391-401, there appeared a translation of a Buddhist Sutra. It was enti-
tled The Preaching of the Buddha but actually was a chapter from the Lotus Sutra. 
The translation introduction carried a brief account of its origin via Hodgson, plus 
an extract translated from French from Burnouf's  “Introduction to Bouddhisme 
Indien”. Eugène Burnouf published a translation of the Lotus Sutra into French in 
1852 and subsequent commentators have attributed The Dial's translation to that 
work, but overlooked the fact that this is eight years after the Lotus sutra chapter 
appeared in “The Dial” in 1844. So where did that translation come from? Most 
modern translations rely on the Chinese version of Kumaravaja (c. 340-410 CE) 
who appears not to have read Sanskrit, but relied on a team of translators. But 
there are other versions and Kumaravaja's omits a number of passages and inserts 
additional ones. On close inspection it is apparent that The Dial's version is not 
from Kumaravaja but originates within an older Sanskrit text. Specifically, it is 
chapter 5, 'Medicinal Plants' that appears in The Dial. Burnouf's translation was 
certainly made from a Sanskrit version predating Chinese ones. We now know that 
Burnouf had actually translated the Lotus Sutra into French by 1839, after two 
years work, but fearing that it would be too difficult for European readers he     
embarked upon the first exposition of Buddhism in a European Language,           
Introduction à l'histoire du Buddhisme Indien (1844), which has recently been 
translated from French into English. This included a French version of chapter 5. 
 
The mystery lturns to who translated this Sanskrit sutra from French into      
English? The Dial was a short-lived outlet for the Transcendentalist Movement, 
founded by Ralph Waldo Emerson. Though frequently cited as a Unitarian he 
seems never to have called himself so, nor did he, or his disciple Henry Thoreau 
refer to themselves as Buddhist. But they were deeply interested. Emerson 
summarised Buddhist philosophy in his essay “Circles”, and wrote elsewhere 
that the “Buddhist …. is a Transcendentalist”. Both Emerson and Thoreau had an 
interest in Sanskrit literature. In fact, Thoreau read the Hindu Bhagavad Gita in 
the library of Emerson's home where he had his weekly Sunday lunch. He once 
declared it his favourite work. Unitarian sympathies with Buddhism appear to 
start with Emerson and Thoreau who read the philosopher Arthur                  
Schopenhauer, himself deeply engaged in Sanskrit literature, and Burnouf's 
translations of Indian texts. The Dial lasted from only 1840-1844 but was resur-
rected in the 1880's and again from 1920-29. The Transcendentalists were a 
small, influential group in Concorde and Boston, and included Henry Thoreau, of 
Walden fame, William Ellery Channing (Unitarian guru), Nathaniel Hawthorne 
(author), Amos Bronson Alcott, father of Louisa May, author of Little Women, 
the women's rights leader Margaret Fuller, and Elizabeth Palmer Peabody (1804
-1894). They met weekly in Peabody's international bookshop opened in 1840 in 
West Street, Boston. 
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Elizabeth Peabody was an overlooked but most remarkable woman. She was ac-
tive in numerous causes such as the abolition of slavery, Indian rights, education 
of former slaves, and establishing kindergartens. Largely unschooled, she was 
taught Greek and Latin by Emerson and subsequently taught herself to read seven 
further languages. Her shop carried books and journals from overseas and it is 
probably that Burnouf's books would have been stocked. She was business man-
ager of The Dial from its inception.  

 

So who translated Burnouf's French text into English? The first issue of The Dial was 
edited by Thoreau, by invitation, in 1841. In 1885, George Willis Cooke, writing a 
history of The Dial attributed the Lotus Sutra chapter to Thoreau, and this accredita-
tion has stuck until very recently. 
 
But Cooke had also issued a correction in small type at the back of the 1844 journal, 
discovered by Elizabeth Witherell (Textual Centre for the Writings of Henry David 
Thoreau). It reads “the extracts made from 'The White Lotus of the Good Law' were 
by Miss E.P. Peabody, and translated from Burnouf.” It seems possible the Elizabeth 
Peabody herself informed Cooke of his error - Thoreau was not the editor of the 
1844 issue - Elizabeth Palmer Peabody was! So was she the true translator? James 
Ishmael Ford and most others say yes! Hence the claim that Elizabeth Peabody was 
the first translator of a Buddhist Sutra into English - and she was a Unitarian. 
 

 
The most recent evaluation of the controversy is by Van Anglen who raises the point 
that the wording of Cooke's correction could be read that Peabody merely selected 
the extract and someone else could have done the translation, but after some so-
phisticated analysis discounts his objection. Subsequently, the attribution of         
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Thoreau as the translator has been deleted from his list of published works. Van 
Anglen generously concludes that Elizabeth Palmer Peabody was a “self-effacing 
polymath”! 
 
  
In conclusion Burnouf's translations and             
Introduction …. marked the start of serious 
work on Sanskrit Buddhism translation in 
mainland Europe.  The English rendition of a 
Buddhist Sutra marked the start of serious 
academic work in Britain and America. The 
Unitarians can be thanked for this. 
 
 

 

I am indebted to indebted Rev Ishmael Ford and Dr David Wykes for help in sourc-
ing references and to Penny Immins of Narborough Library, and the staff of London 
University Library, and the British Library for obtaining some rare publications. 
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Thanks to Tony Fletcher for this article. Tony a long-term Unitarian, is also a long-
serving teacher of Buddhist meditation and philosophy at the Leicester Buddhist 
Vihara. 

Eugene Burnouf  

http://www.artofdharma.org/ralph-
http://www.artofdharma.org/ralph-waldo-emerson-and-transcendental-buddhism/
http://www.tricycle.com/ancestors/anonymous-was-a-woman-again
http://www.tricycle.com/ancestors/anonymous-was-a-woman-again
http://www.uua.org/uubf/
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Inspiring Words 
Don’t talk about things you are going to do 

Don’t say that you mean to be noble and true 

Don’t wait till tomorrow to make up your mind 

That you’ll make others happy, and always be kind 

For tomorrow you’ll still talk as you are talking today, 

And your good resolutions will vanish away. 

Do it now – let the word see you mean to be true 

Oh don’t talk of the things you are going to do 

 

Anon.  Contributed by Freda Betts 
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 OUR HISTORY 

We are well-featured in a new leaflet ‘Discover 

Leicester City Churches’. This took a panel of 10 one 

year to complete. It is a fitting accompaniment to the 

new historic and cultural signage provided by the City 

Council – please see the new noticeboard attached 

to our railings by the front gate—which Tony also    

advised on 

Our grateful thanks to Tony and to David Wykes for 

their input on this initiative.  
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DIRECTORY 

MINISTER  
Rev Dr Arthur Stewart 
11 Herrick Close, Sileby, Loughborough, Leics, LE12 7RL. 
Tel: 01509 812236 Mobile: 07803895828 
E-mail: ArthurStewart@live.co.uk 
 
PRESIDENT: 
Dr David Wykes F.R.Hist.S 
‘Whitewings’, 3 Southmeads Road, Oadby,  
Leicester LE2 2LR 
Tel: 0116 2710784 
E-mail: Director@dwlib.co.uk 
 
CHAIRMAN: 
Sir Peter Soulsby 
E-mail: Peter.Soulsby@leicester.gov.uk 
 
TREASURER: 
Dr David Wykes F.R.Hist.S, 
Whitewings, 3 Southmeads Road, Oadby,  
Leicester, LE2 2LR. 
Tel: 0116 2710784 
E-mail: Director@dwlib.co.uk 
 
ASSISTANT TREASURER: 
Mrs Diane Romano-Woodward 
9 Glen Rise, Glen Parva, Leicester, LE2 1HN. 
Tel: 0116 2785820 Mobile: 07962427295 
Email: fossilmatron@msn.com 
 
ACTING SECRETARY: 
Rev Dr Arthur Stewart 
11 Herrick Close, Sileby, Loughborough, Leics, LE12 7RL. 
Tel: 01509 812236 Mobile: 07803895828 
E-mail: ArthurStewart@live.co.uk 
 

mailto:ArthurStewart@live.co.uk
mailto:Director@dwlib.co.uk
mailto:Peter.Soulsby@leicester.gov.uk
mailto:Director@dwlib.co.uk
mailto:fossilmatron@msn.com
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NEWSLETTER COMPILER: 
Mrs Nicky Drucquer 
47 Elms Road, South Knighton, Leicester, LE2 3JD. 
Tel: 0116 2219685 
Email: nickydrucquer@gmail.com 
 
FABRIC WARDEN: 
Mr John Woodward 
9 Glen Rise, Glen Parva, Leicester, LE2 1HN. 
Tel: 0116 2785820 
Email: jwoodward@hotmail.co.uk 
 
FLOWER SECRETARY: 
Mrs Morag Jones 
Tel: 0116 2760400 
 
ORGANIST: 
Mr William Northmore 
Mobile: 07841034225 
 
CARETAKER: 
Mr Stephen Lynch 
Mobile: 07811970859 
 
LETTINGS SECRETARY: 
Mrs Annie Stewart 
11 Herrick Close, Sileby, Loughborough, Leics. LE12 7RL. 
Tel: 01509 812236 Mobile:07736772381 
Email: lettings@LeicesterUnitarians.co.uk 
 
CHAPEL WEBSITE: www.leicesterunitarians.co.uk 
 
CHAPEL ADDRESS: 
Great Meeting Unitarian Chapel 
45 East Bond Street, 
Leicester, 
LE1 4SX 

mailto:nickydrucquer@gmail.com
mailto:jwoodward@hotmail.co.uk
mailto:lettings@LeicesterUnitarians.co.uk
http://www.leicesterunitarians.co.uk
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